
SPECIAL INTERESTS WANT TO SELL POWDERED ALCOHOL THROUGHOUT TEXAS.

PREVENT POWDERED ALCOHOL FROM GETTING 
INTO HANDS OF UNDERAGE DRINKERS
HB 1610 would prevent powdered alcohol from being sold in Texas

NEARLY 40 STATES HAVE BANNED IT, SO 
POWDERED ALCOHOL IS NOT SOLD 
ANYWHERE IN THE U.S.
Special interests are looking for one big state 

like Texas to sanction it by regulating it, removing 

the liability from themselves and putting it on the 

policymakers, package stores, bars, parents, law 

enforcement, and our schools.

HAVEN'T HEARD OF IT?
It’s a new dehydrated form of alcohol that would 

be sold in concealable packets, similar in size to 

Kool-Aid and Crystal Light.

WHY BAN IT?
Once sold, it would be nearly impossible to keep 

out of children’s hands, who could quickly 

overconsume it by experimenting with multiple 

packets mixed together or into different 

alcoholic drinks.

IF WE DON’T BAN IT NOW, TEXAS MIGHT 
REGULATE IT, MAKING OUR STATE THE 
FIRST IN THE COUNTRY TO SELL THIS 
DANGEROUS PRODUCT.
In a child’s hands, this product can lead to 

excessive drinking, alcohol poisoning, and even 

death. Don’t let business interests come 

before our children's health. Don't let a Texas 

child be the first to die. 

Banned in nearly 40 states – even Louisiana 

– due to how easy it is for children to 

conceal and overconsume, powdered 

alcohol would join other products banned 

because of health and safety issues:

✘  Four Loko and other alcoholic energy drinks

✘  K2/Spice/synthetic marijuana

✘  Candy-flavored cigarettes
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WHY BANNING POWDERED ALCOHOL IS RIGHT FOR OUR CHILDREN

NEARLY 40 STATES – INCLUDING LOUISIANA – 
HAVE BANNED POWDERED ALCOHOL
Let’s prevent backpacks from turning into underage drinking parties

Legislative advertising paid for by Nicole Holt | Texans Standing Tall | 2211 S. I-35 #201 |  Austin, TX 78741
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States that ban

States that regulate

NEW JERSEY
“This product, with its powdery form, trivializes the effects 

of alcohol, which can be especially dangerous for young people 

who often binge drink,” said Pinkin (D-Middlesex). "From alcohol-

poisonings on college campuses to alcohol-fueled accidents, 

youth and alcohol are often a bad mix. We don’t need a product 

that makes it even easier for them to drink irresponsibly.”

CENTER ON ALCOHOL MARKETING & YOUTH
“Based on our experience with Jell-O shots, alcoholic energy 

drinks and other ‘cutting edge’ alcohol products, we anticipate 

that allowing powdered alcohol onto the market will have 

grave consequences for our nation’s young people. Youth is a 

time of risk-taking and experimentation, and these types of 

products have proven most popular among the heaviest drinking 

and more risk-prone youth.” - Dr. David Jernigan

MARYLAND
“The risk to underage drinkers is of particular concern. The 

portable nature of the powdered alcohol packets could enable 

teens to carry palcohol and add it — in any concentration — to the 

beverage of their choice without detection. For someone with a 

developing brain, unused to drinking, the dangers of such 

potentially high levels of alcohol by volume are particularly 

acute.”- Bruce Anderson, Dir. of MD Poison Center

MICHIGAN
“Powdered alcohol could be easily abused, even without a 

person’s knowledge, and it doesn’t belong in our great state,” 

said Michigan state Sen. Rick Jones, R-Grand Ledge, who filed 

the bill there.

U.S.A.
A 2015 National Poll on Children's Health conducted by the 

University of Michigan's C.S. Mott Children's Hospital found that:

90% of adults are concerned that powdered alcohol will 

be misused by those younger than 21

85% worry that powdered alcohol will increase alcohol use 

among people younger than 21

81% are concerned that it will be easy for people younger than 

21 to buy powdered alcohol

60% of adults favor a complete ban on powdered alcohol in 

their states

OKLAHOMA
State Mental Health Commissioner Terri White said she’s 

concerned about powdered alcohol and its appeal to underage 

drinkers. “Powdered alcohol, simply put, is a product 

designed for abuse,” she said. “It can be easily concealed and 

transported and would be offered in a variety of flavors. All of 

these attributes are very appealing to underage drinkers.”


